FNS Team with Dr. Bradford (4th from left), Biology Dept. Head, Fair Organizer

FNS IFT-Chapter Students, Faculty and Staff, Participated in Telfair County Community Health Fair in McRae-Helena, GA on February 24, 2024
The FAIR, on Facebook
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FNS Display Table, Set Up
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FNS Students take Anthropometric Measurements, Dr. Benjamin (right), IFT Chapter Advisor, looks on.
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FNS Students take Anthropometric Measurements, Weight
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Giving Nutrition Information (left) and Emily takes Anthropometric Measurements, Height (right)
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Johnpaul (left) Giving Nutrition Information and Anthropometric Measurements (right)
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Vanessa takes Anthropometric Measurements, Height and Queen Records
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Anthropometric Measurements, Weight
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George Explains about Nutrition Information
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Vanessa takes Measurement, Emily Records, Height of a Young Participant
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Emily & Vanessa taking Weight Measurement
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Giving Nutrition Information
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In Summary
FNS IFT-Chapter Students, Faculty and Staff, Participated in Telfair County Community Health Fair in McRae-Helena, GA on February 24, 2024